Relf was born at Beckenham, Kent, on 2 October 1888. In his 'Personal Record' Relf notes that he has no information about anyone earlier than his grandparents. His parents were Thomas Joseph Relf and Marion, nee Weeks; their family consisted of an elder daughter (Mabel Mary, now deceased) and Relf himself. It would probably be idle to search for remote ancestry: Relf and Weeks are not uncommon Kentish names. In any event, it seems likely that Relf inherited his musical talents from his father, and his scientific ability through his mother. Thomas Relf was a businessman and a linguist; he was also an amateur and entirely self-taught musician of great versatility, playing the violin, viola, 'cello and piano. In consequence, Relf's earliest memories were of music and he learned to read music before he could read print. His father taught him music until he was nine and then sent him to Professor H. E. Thorne for music lessons; Relf records that he 'was quite a fair pianist at thirteen'.
On his mother's side he had an uncle, Thomas Weeks, who had sufficient knowledge of electricity to arouse, in talks with his nephew, a lifelong interest in that subject: Relf collected a variety of batteries and simple pieces of apparatus in those early years, including even a Wimshurst machine. gave a diligent apprentice an opportunity of a good technological education during four years, provided he did sufficiently well in the examination at the end of each year. Relf was placed first in all H.M . Dockyards in each of the first three years'. These successes gained him Admiralty Prizes. Fage continues 'He was not placed first or second in the fourth year, and for this reason was not selected to go, as was the custom then, to the Royal Naval College, Greenwich. In retrospect one feels that it would have been a great loss to Aeronautics if he had gone'. He would have trained as a Naval Constructor.
The reason for Relf's comparative lack of success in his fourth year must remain a m atter for speculation, but it is not unlikely that his musical interests were responsible, or at least played a part. In 1905, at sixteen, he had been appointed Organist at St M atthew's Church, Portsmouth, one of the largest churches in the town; he held this post till 1908 or 1909. And in 1908 he was nearly persuaded to sit for an organ scholarship and to take up music as a career. The adult nature of his commitment to this outside interest may perhaps account for the aloofness to which Fage refers, while the conflicting demands of science and music may account for his final year result. Relf records, humorously, of this conflict 'I thought science would probably produce more bread and butter!' O f Relf's four years in the Royal Dockyard School, Fage says 'He excelled, without any apparent effort, in his studies . . . and without any doubt was the outstanding apprentice there.' His fifth apprenticeship year was spent at the Haslar Ship Tank (one sees the influence of this later); in the evenings he studied at Portsmouth Technical College. From here, in 1909, he won a Royal Scholarship to the Royal College of Science. The then Board of Education offered seven scholarships for proficiency in scientific and tech nological subjects, candidates being free to choose topics and grades. Relf was placed first in the country.
At this time, and in addition to his musical interests, Relf was developing a keen interest in photography and astronomy; moreover-perhaps stemming from his father's interest in language-he was acquiring a good working knowledge of Esperanto. He retained his interest in this international language for many years, though the opportunities for its use became pro gressively fewer. At about this time, too, his family moved once more, this time to Edgware; thus Relf was able to live at home during his three years at the Royal College of Science. He made the daily journey to South Kensington by bicycle.
Relf was just twenty-one when he began his studies at the Royal College in 1909. He elected to read physics as his principal subject. During his first year he read chemistry and mathematics also; at the end of the year he was awarded the Tyndall Prize. During his second year, physics and mathematics were accompanied by geology, astrophysics, and applied electricity: the last at the City and Guilds College. Studies in physics and mathematics made up his final year, which he crowned by achieving a First-Class A.R.C.S. Diploma (the College did not then award London Degrees). Relf records that he remembered best Callendar's lectures in physics and Perry's in mechanics.
Relf's formal education ended at this point. Postgraduate studies in applied science being then virtually unknown, he went within a few weeks of achieving his Diploma to a post on the scientific staff of the National Physical Laboratory, to work in the very new field of aeronautical research. It remains only to say that, during his three years at the Royal College of Science, Relf's musical interests developed further. The Royal College of Music was just round the corner; there he made many friends and attended many concerts: his knowledge of music was made much more profound by these contacts. It was a man of many talents who began his professional scientific career in the summer of 1912.
II. T h e d e v e l o p in g sc ien tist
The Royal Society, with financial assistance from the Treasury, had founded the National Physical Laboratory (N.P.L.) at Bushy House, Teddington, at the turn of the century. Sir Richard Glazebrook was the first Director of the Laboratory; its Engineering Department was headed by Dr (later Sir) Thomas Stanton. In 1909 a Section of the Department was set up to undertake research in aerodynamics; this Section was headed by L. Bairstow (later Sir Leonard). It was given special Government subventions* to enable it to work with and on behalf of the Advisory Com mittee for Aeronautics. The Section became the independent Aerodynamics Department in 1917, just before the absorption of the N.P.L. into the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research in 1918. It was to this Section that Relf was appointed as a Junior Assistant on 12 August 1912. He soon found himself in brilliant and congenial company,f which included Fage, who joined the Section at the same period.
The records that the following account of Relf's developing scientific interest is, for the most part, culled.
The record shows the spread of work to be expected from a Government scientist in such a field; some papers derive from pure research, others from a bread-and-butter job required by Headquarters, such as a detailed experimental examination of the forces on or characteristics of an aircraft model under test in a wind tunnel. Relf's first publication, jointly with Bramwell & Fage, was R & M 71, and appeared in Decem records a very careful experimental evaluation of the incompressible Bernoulli formula
p0-p was measured by a pitot-static tube mounted on a whirling arm, while V was derived as the difference between the measured linear velocity of the instrument and the swirl in the building caused by the arm. This swirl was measured by an ingenious vane anemometer incorporating electric contacts. It was concluded that the formula was correct to 0.1 per cent.
Relf was the sole author of his second paper R & 76, published in M arch 1913. It is concerned with methods of visualization of fluid flow. For his purpose, his working medium was water, and he needed a method of introducing an emulsion into the stream, the droplets of which could be illuminated and photographed; he also wanted a miscible marker fluid. For the first, he used a mixture of olive oil and nitrobenzene in proportions giving unit specific gravity exactly; for the second, also of unit specific gravity, a mixture of condensed milk and alcohol.* He obtained some beautiful and classic photographs, both of streamlined and turbulent flow; in the flow past a cylinder he demonstrated the shedding of the alternating eddies later to be known as a K arm an vortex street. These techniques are still employed today, as are (occasionally) the materials.
An early example of a routine investigation is provided by the record, in R & M 108 (December 1913) of Relf's measurement of the lift and drift (now drag) of the car designed for the airship Epsilon: a straightforward and unremarkable piece of work.
M any of Relf's early papers are concerned with aspects of aircraft stability; they make it clear that he was thoroughly conversant with Bryan's classical theory of stability, and was able to use and interpret the theory in a wide variety of applications (inverted flight and attitudes beyond the stall are examples). One study, R & M 123 (with Bra is especially noteworthy: it concerned the 'fin effect' of propellers-i.e. the lateral force on a propeller due to yaw. The beautiful experimental technique, involving balance design and electrics, was almost certainly due to Relf.
In the first eighteen months of his professional career, eight publications bearing his name appeared; and scientific papers from his pen (or in which he had a part) continued to flow for some years to come. The declaration of war in August 1914 provided no significant interruption; Relf (like others) was 'attested' and served for one day in H.M. Forces, but was not called up for regular service, his work at the N.P.L. being regarded as too important. (The same situation obtained in 1939.) For obvious reasons, the war pro vided a great stimulus to aviation and made corresponding demands on aeronautical engineers; by the end of the war another sixteen papers bearing Relf's name had appeared. We can refer to a few only. One concerned the danger of ignition of fuel vapour in aircraft engines by sparking in the body of a magneto; it seems the experiments may have been somewhat hazardous, but the outcome was a set of rules for the avoidance of risk. Another paper concerned the influence of Reynolds number (at that time called 'scale effect') on drag-a problem still far from completely solved: Relf made a careful analysis of German experiments on full-scale airships, introducing cor rections for propeller effects and (where applicable) virtual mass; he deduced figures for the full-scale drag coefficient. These he then related to those obtained by model experiment. At the same time, he was experimenting with propellers to be used for vertical lift (again one of today's problems) to get an airship away from the ground quickly.
In June 1918 there appeared R & 450 Relf had become a rounded aeronautical engineer. It is a 'state-of-the-art' paper, on the prediction of wing characteristics from model tests. In it, he gave probably the first comprehensive set of rules for designers, showing how from basic tests they could apply corrections for wing-tip shape, aspect ratio, multiplane effect, gap-chord ratio, stagger, and scale. Finally, in October 1918 there appeared a paper describing some of the first tests on autorotating wings, and the corresponding calculations relating the tests to the spinning of aircraft.
Before we continue the history of his scientific achievement, it is necessary here to interpolate two other matters.* The first is that in 1918, Relf was appointed a member (on the official side) of the Aerodynamics Sub-Com mittee of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. This membership he was to retain for 48 consecutive years-easily a record in the A.R.C. organi zation. The second is that, when in 1919 the Massachusetts Institute of Technology set up a Chair of Aerodynamics, it was offered to Relf; he must have been sorely tempted to accept, but in the event declined the invitation.
The end of the 1914-1918 war did not noticeably reduce the momentum of aeronautical research; on the contrary, it probably increased it. For aeronautical engineers no longer had to devote their attention to long production runs of particular aircraft; instead, they had to try to improve the breed, and with many firms in keen competition, a wide variety of designs were produced, most of which never received production orders. In the two decades of the inter-war years, the continued emphasis on better and better design, and the various competitions (such as those for the Schneider Trophy) made increasing demands on aeronautical research; and the Aerodynamics Departm ent of the N.P.L. made its full contribution, for much of the time under Relf's guidance. But we anticipate.
Relf's flow of published work continued almost unabated until 1925. A good deal of it concerns the straightforward and unremarkable routine work mentioned earlier; but every so often a notable pioneering investigation is recorded. In R & M 597 he discussed the effect on airship and aerofoil drag of 'up-wind disturbances' which were, in effect, what would be des cribed today as turbulence screens; and he showed that his results correlated well with G. I. Taylor's predictions of the decay of turbulence.* In R & M 613 he returned to the study of virtual mass effects on the accelerated motion (in this case, yawing motion) of airships. He first studied the oscillations of spheres, of equal size but different density, in water and in air, and hence evaluated the virtual mass for a sphere experimentally. He then applied his methods to the oscillation of airship model shapes in a slow moving stream of water, obtaining the remarkable and unexpected result that the virtual moment of inertia could be as much as 120 per cent of that of the displaced fluid.
As has been remarked earlier, Relf's mastery of electrical methods was put to good use in much of his work, and this is apparent from his papers. But perhaps one of his most remarkable publications is also about the shortest (one sheet of letterpress and one figure): R & M 778, issued in January 1922, and entitled 'An electric motor of small diameter for use inside aeroplane models'. In this paper he provided the answer to a problem that had previously defied solution, although it had been posed to specialist electrical firms. In order accurately to predict full-scale aircraft behaviour from model tests, it was clearly necessary to provide properly powered model propellers: but how could the power be introduced ? Mechanical, pneumatic or hydraulic methods would all interfere seriously with the delicate balancing needed for model experiment, while the obvious solution, power introduced electrically, dictated a hopelessly large and heavy motor, and one moreover very difficult to cool. Relf set himself to solve this problem, and the paper describes briefly and factually the motor he designed, and its performance; it was a 3-phase induction motor, fed at any frequency from 25 to 50 hertz and at any voltage from 40 to 120V. It was capable of a continuous output of upwards of 1 h.p., and of up to 2 h.p. for short periods; its outside dia meter was 5.94 in and length 12.15 in, and the air gap was 0.006 in. It weighed 59.5 lb, and could readily be fitted inside the standard size of model used in the N.P.L. Duplex wind tunnel. Such motors became standard equipment.
Again, in R & M 905, Relf's electrical interests appear, f It was known that the two-dimensional flow of a perfect fluid past a body and the electric Ernest Frederick R e lf * Sir Geoffrey Taylor has said that he had the highest opinion of Relf's work, f This work was also described in Phil. Mag. field in the neighbourhood of a conductor are both determined mathe matically by Laplace's equation, and that corresponding boundary condi tions are readily expressed in physical terms. G. I. Taylor suggested to Relf that he should exploit this analogy experimentally. Relf therefore devised a means of tracing the equipotentials in a tank of electrolyte containing a two-dimensional conducting body and having two of its sides, in effect, as electrodes: the equipotentials then are identical with the streamlines of a perfect fluid flowing along and between the electrode walls and past the body. To avoid electrolysis troubles, Relf used an a.c. oscillator, and any 'streamline' was picked off from a point on a potentiometer, so that by varying the point, a family of streamlines could be traced. The potential chosen was used as the basis of comparison with that from a probe touching the electrolyte and carried on a pantograph mechanism. With amplifier and headphones, the equipotential could readily be traced and recorded by the pantograph (this was, in effect, an analogue computer with automatic data output and recording).
Relf's musical talent no doubt played a part in the two papers, R & M 825 and 917, which are concerned with the 'singing' of wires; the aural aspects must have excited his interest. The results were quite important: they related what are today described as frequency parameter and Reynolds number, and they demonstrated a connexion between the changes in drag coefficient and frequency parameter at the critical Reynolds number.
We conclude this account of Relf's early professional work with the issue, in May 1925, of R & M 1009. This describes an experimental study circulation round a rotating cylinder in a moving stream, using the flow visualization methods devised some twelve years earlier (R & M 76) . By this means he demonstrated the decrease in drag with increasing circulation which has been much canvassed recently in relation to lifting rotors with circulation control.
After the appearance of this paper, Relf published relatively little; his duties had changed. Before we move to the next phase of his life, however, we must advert to two interregna. In 1923 and 1924 two expeditions to Spitzbergen and Northeastland* were organized from Oxford, the first by Merton College, and the second by the University: both were under the leadership of G. Binney (now Sir George). Two members of the staff of the Aerodynamics Department, N.P.L. were invited to participate in the expeditions: Relf and R. A. Frazer; they used their quite generous allocation of annual leave for the purpose. Once again, Relf's knowledge of electrics (here electronics) emerges: he was appointed as Physicist, Surveyor, Radio Officer, and general handyman. In his 'Personal Record' he writes 'In the first of these years I made wireless equipment for use by sledge parties and I think this must have been the first use of radio between parent ship and sledge party. In 1924 we tried two-way communication, but sledge to ship was a failure. (How easy it would be today!)' While within 600 miles of * Nordaustlandet.
the North Pole, he bought for £1 a polar bearskin in a barrel of salt; sub sequently as a rug it lay prominently in front of his desk on his office floor.
To resume: in 1917, Bairstow had left the N.P.L. for other war work (he was in 1920 to become Professor of Aerodynamics and in 1923 Zaharoff Professor of Aviation at Imperial College). For a few years Stanton took over the post of Superintendent; but in 1920 Southwell was appointed, and remained in post till 1925, when he left to become a Fellow of Trinity College and Lecturer in Mathematics at Cambridge. Relf was appointed to succeed him. He had progressed, since his appointment as Junior Assistant in 1912, through the various Assistant grades, and had now both the status and stature required for a Superintendent.
His new duties left him far less time to study problems in depth, and he rarely appeared in print subsequently to describe his own work. Review papers and lectures covering a wide front appear instead, but naturally not often. However, he still found time to keep abreast of developments in aviation in general, and aerodynamics in particular, and he made cogent and penetrating comments in many unpublished communications, mostly to the A .R .C .; the archives of that body contain something like a hundred such papers, often in the form of one or two-page notes, drawing attention to some aspect of a problem which he thought to be of importance, and bringing the weight of his experience to bear on it. We shall refer to some of these notes later.
Ernest Frederick R e lf

III. H e a d o f d e p a r t m e n t
Relf was Superintendent of the Aerodynamics Department of the N.P.L. for twenty years, from 1925 to 1945. The post demanded, of course, both wide scientific knowledge and ability, and administrative qualities. There is no question that he possessed the first in full measure; but on his administra tion, opinions differ: judgement on this is naturally highly subjective. Certainly he found the formal business of administration far less enthusing than the taking on board of a puzzling aeronautical problem ; but as he was required to discharge both duties, he resolved the dilemma by delegation of as much of the administrative work as he properly could. A good deal of this load fell on one of his most senior staff, Mr J. L. Nayler, then Secretary of the Aeronautical Research Committee. The Department did not suffer in consequence; and Relf was left more free to pursue those matters closest to his heart. The present writer met him first fairly early in this period. I joined his Department in 1929, when he had been four years in the saddle, and was well installed. But as a Superintendent, he was not what a new recruit would expect. He disliked being addressed as 'Sir', because he regarded all his staff', even the newest and most junior, as his colleagues; and he was unvarying in his encouragement of them. A personal story may illustrate this. The work on which I was engaged involved the acquisition of a new desk calculating machine: in those days rare and very precious. O n delivery, it was very stiff, and I decided that some grease on the carriage would help: so I began dismantling it-entirely without authority. When the time came to reassemble it, however, it became apparent that certain catches really needed to be held in a jig, and I became very worried. At this point, my door opened and Relf appeared. He might properly have rated me soundly: instead, his face lit up, and he said 'Ah, I 've always wanted to see the inside of one of these things' and we proceeded, with four hands, to get the machine reassembled and working. After that, I was his friend for life; and he put me deeper in his debt on other occasions.
The picture given of Relf by this incident may be reinforced by the following extract from a letter from Dr John Williams, who joined Relf's staff in 1941: '. . . from my lowly position then, he certainly seemed to have the right attitudes and capabilities-at least for running a research depart ment. He was very approachable either on technical or personal matters, and invariably gave good practical advice. After formulating the broad strategy of the research programme of the Department, and agreeing the major items, he appeared to leave the working tactics to his group Heads: a good attribute . . . Certainly I always felt he was strong enough and wise enough to look well after the Departmental interests from the research and the staff points of view.' And again, Sir Alfred Pugsley, F.R.S., giving an outside view of a Department he knew well, writes of Relf 'I always thought he must have contributed much to the happy atmosphere of the Department. To me, its informality in those days masked what was in fact a curiously efficient research group that has not had its equal in aeronautics since.' In Fage's view, this was due-in part at least-to 'the freedom he gave to members of his staff to work on research problems they had chosen'. Yet he must have influenced the choice, for the work was always relevant to the practical problems of the day.
One final anecdote, again personal to the writer, may complete this sketch. At a meeting in the Air Ministry, I was so unwise as to criticize in somewhat blunt terms the imperfect recording of some data obtained by the Ministry; and the senior officer present reacted angrily. Relf at once sprang to my defence, pointing out that there were real grounds for criticism, but speaking so diplomatically that the episode ended quite amicably.
It has been noted above that the work of the Department was always related to the problems of the day. That this was so was due in part to the work commissioned by the Aeronautical Research Committee, but also in large measure to the visits made by Relf and Nayler to aircraft firms. Nayler organized these visits at appropriate intervals: of them, he writes 'while he was Superintendent, Relf established cordial relations with the aircraft industry. Apart from special visits, he went to all aircraft firms once or twice a year, usually accompanied by one of his staff.* The Chief Designers welcomed these visits and with some of their staff devoted a whole day to open discussions on matters of interest, but never with any formal agenda. Both sides undoubtedly benefited throughout the years.' * Mr Nayler himself.
Since there were perhaps twenty aircraft firms then operating, these visits represented a very solid commitment; but they acquainted Relf with every aerodynamical problem thrown up by a rapidly advancing technology. And more: he became very friendly with all the leaders of the industry, including the great pioneers-Frederick Handley Page, Geoffrey de Havilland, Robert Blackburn, for example-as well as with the brilliant younger designers Roy Chadwick, Sydney Camm, and R. J. Mitchell. In the first dozen years of Relf's reign, Mitchell was a frequent visitor to the Department, where much of the research work required by Supermarine for their Schneider Trophy aircraft was carried out: work which contributed substantially to the design of the Spitfire. Hawker's, of course, was only a couple of miles away at Kingston, so that Camm and his remarkable team of young men were literally close friends.
The visits must have impressed on Relf the conviction that the prediction of full-scale performance of an aircraft from a model tested in an atmospheric tunnel left much to be desired; the Reynolds numbers were too widely different. Typically, the scale of the model might be and the speed ratio giving a Reynolds number ratio of (The problem is still with us.) Now, at constant temperature and with air as the working fluid, Reynolds number Re is proportional to pVl and the power required to run a wind tunnel to pV3l2, i.e. Re
V2l. Clearly, therefore, if we wish to prescribe the value of R we can do so at least cost in power by reducing V or / or both while increasing p to keep pVl constant. Keeping down the power evidently requires the minimum possible value of V; however, to keep down the capital cost prescribes the smallest possible /. The increase in p dictates a compressed air tunnel, and Relf took a leading part in the design and provision of such a facility (called, naturally, the CAT) in the Department. Consideration began in 1927 and by the summer of 1931 the shell had been erected at the N.P.L.; the tunnel itself was basically axisymmetric, with a central jet and with the return flow contained in an outer annulus. The whole was built inside a steel pressure shell some 50 ft long and 17 ft in diameter, with hemispherical ends; since the maximum working pressure was to be 25 atm, the shell was of the order of 2 | in thick. The Director of the N.P.L., Sir Joseph Petavel, took a great personal interest in this tunnel, and many people contributed to its design; but it was Relf who exercised the controlling interest, while the balance design he made his own. Clearly, it had to be remotely operated and recorded. He therefore designed for the tunnel the first ring balance on record; it was a space framework completely surrounding the 5 ft diameter working air jet; to this framework the model under test in the jet could be attached by fine wires or shrouded struts.* It was capable of suspension from any one of three parallel axes disposed at the corners of a right-angled triangle. Relf used large Kelvin coils to provide the force necessary to maintain the balance in equilibrium on the axis being employed; and smaller coils to indicate departure from equilibrium. It was then a simple matter, from outside the shell, to record the force required for balance about each of the three axes in turn, and thence to deduce the lift, drag, and pitching moment experienced by the model under test. For some years, the tunnel was in great demand, and produced very useful data. In recent years it has been used much less for aeronautical research, for two reasons: first, the flow was a little unsteady and was much more turbulent than is desirable, but secondly and more important, it was not designed for and could not reproduce the Mach number effects which are part and parcel of the environment of modern high-speed aircraft. However, it is now being used freely in the study of industrial aerodynamics.
Relf was thus personally involved in much of the scientific work of the Department. Indeed, if one went to see him in his office, it was quite usual to find him immersed in some problem, with paper, pencil and slide-rule; and one waited till the end of that particular train of thought was reached, when he would turn to the matter in hand, and be ready to discuss his visitor's problems. O f this, Nayler writes 'Relf during this double decade was a constant stimulus to his staff with helpful suggestions put forward, especially at the incidence of a new problem ; for he took such a wide interest that he rarely dug deep into problems, a fact exemplified by the rare follow up of any of his short papers by a subsequent note'.
This leads us to a brief summary of some of the notes he addressed to the Aeronautical Research Committee during this period; as has been remarked earlier, they number something like a hundred. Many of them may be described as administrative papers: they contain proposals for research or equipment, or perhaps outline the current programme, and so forth. But many represent penetrating comments on matters of current interest. Almost without exception, they begin with a disclaimer of rigour-'the present rough analysis is intended only to demonstrate trends and to assign orders of magnitude to effects' could typify almost all of them.
For example, one early note compares the drags of the D.C.2 airliner and of the Comet which was its competitor in the England-Australia air race; the drag is in each case compared with the turbulent skin friction on a flat plate corresponding to the wetted area of the aircraft. Relf concluded that both were good clean aeroplanes, with drags only some 40 per cent greater than the irreducible (turbulent) skin friction. Again, some time later, another note on drag includes a contribution on induced drag due to washout. This problem was under consideration by C. N. H. Lock of his staff; Lock's solution, published later (R & M 1769), is complete and mathematically rigorous. Relf's contribution was essentially physical and rough; it demon strates the principles and gives a simple explanation and order of magnitude for the effect. Other notes, chosen almost at random, deal with roughness effects on the drag and maximum lift of aerofoils, with some puzzling characteristics of aircraft in a flat turn with one engine out, with boundary layer transition from laminar to turbulent flow, with low-drag wing 604 Biographical Memoirs sections, and with 'response effect' in ailerons. To clarify the basic ideas he made some simple assumptions in order to study the conditions near an aircraft's ceiling; he proposed a plot of CD against to provide a 'curve of merit' for aircraft. In 1943 he was setting out the basic ideas for an aircraft in supersonic flight, with some added speculations on the practical implica tions; at the same time he was proposing ideas for the in-flight balancing of aircraft control surfaces.
As has been said, these were notes addressed to the Aeronautical Research Committee; it is appropriate here, therefore, to record Relf's service as a member of that body and its Sub-Committees.*
We have remarked earlier that he was appointed a member of the Aero dynamics Sub-Committee in 1918 (the parent body being then the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics). Looking back over the twenty years of Relf's Superintendency of the Aerodynamics Department, one sees a picture of a group which, for a Civil Service Department, was run on distinctly unorthodox lines by a man who preferred to employ his great talents on what he could do supremely well. It seems to have been a wise decision: the reputation of his Department flourished. We may allow Pugsley to sum up: 'There was something of a statesman behind the twinkle in Relf's eyes.'
IV. A c a d em ic in t e r l u d e
During the War years, when Sir Stafford Cripps was Minister for Aircraft Production, he had, with Sir Roy Fedden, formulated a proposal to establish a College for post-graduate education in aeronautical science. The proposal had come before the Aeronautical Research Committee which (with Relf present) had recommended that the proposal be implemented; and early in 1945 it was approved. A Commission of four was set up to look into possible locations: Dr W. Abbott, H .M .I., Major G. P. Bulman, Relf, and W. J. Duncan, f representing broadly the interests involved. Their choice eventually fell on the Royal Air Force Station at Cranfield, in Bedfordshire: half the station would be made available to the new College, and half would remain as the Headquarters of the Empire Test Pilots' School. Matters then moved apace; staff and equipment had to be found, and building modifications made, so that the first students could be accepted in October 1946. Relf himself was offered the post of Principal, and accepted: he took up office on 1 January 1946. Duncan also joined the new College as Professor of Aerodynamics.
Many of his friends were somewhat surprised that Relf should have accepted the post of Principal, and Mrs Relf has written that she also was surprised; but he saw it as a challenge which he was very keen to accept.
Clearly, it was a job (especially in the early stages) calling for much admini strative work. His friends felt that his talents would have made him a brilliant Professor; he had demonstrated his ability to undertake and direct research in full measure, while his clear insight into the nub of any problem, coupled with his gift of exposition, would have made him a notable teacher. On the other hand, he had never shown any great interest in formal ad ministration.
This is not to say that, in the event, he was unsuccessful as Principal of the College of Aeronautics: quite the reverse; but one suspects that he was less than completely happy. He remained as Principal for five years; years made doubly difficult in that the post-war adjustments put very different slants on many wartime desiderata, funds were scarce and equipment hard to get, while the creation of a new and unprecedented type of College was a difficult enough task even in placid times. Yet he steered the new College through these troubled waters, and established it as a viable entity; and he lived long enough to see it granted its own Charter and become, as the Cranfield Institute of Technology, the first post-graduate University in Great Britain.
It was really remarkable, and says much for Relf's enterprise, that in the event the College was able to open to students in October, with a viable complement of staff and equipment, bearing in mind that he started in January with a few empty buildings and two hangars, and with Duncan as his only member of staff. But the high reputations of Relf and Duncan no doubt helped greatly to recruit to the staff of the new College, in 1946, men of great ability and subsequent distinction; and the College soon began to attract attention as a seat of learning and research. As to the latter, facilities were built up on a scale beyond anything hitherto known in aeronautical education; while the airfield provided a range of opportunities for full-scale research which had never been (and are not now) available elsewhere. It is not surprising, therefore, that work of high quality was done there; some of it has been recorded in the series known as College of Aeronautics Reports. Another publishing venture initiated during Relf's time was the series of advanced textbooks (the first book contributed by Duncan) known as the Cambridge Aeronautical Series', Relf was the first General Editor, being joined later in that office by Professor W. A. M air of Cambridge.
As to Relf's personal scientific work during this period, there is not a great deal to record. In 1946, he was invited by the Royal Aeronautical Society to deliver their principal annual lecture, the W ilbur Wright Memorial Lecture, and he chose as his subject 'Recent aerodynamic develop ments'. But he seems to have made no communications to the Aeronautical Research Council (of which he was now an independent member) nor did he publish any personal scientific work. But he did, I know, take a personal interest in the work of members of his staff, providing the same stimulus as he had given to his N.P.L. colleagues, and no doubt infecting his new friends with his own evident delight in discovery. He was also very popular with students, his friendly manner and interest in their work always impres sing them greatly. As to administration, he found in the Registrar, V. F. Knight, a tower of strength to whom he was able to delegate much of the routine work.
However, as I have said, I think he was less than completely happy at Cranfield. He did enjoy greatly the academic side of his duties, he liked the challenge of the formative years, and he was on the friendliest of terms with the members of the College; but his relationship with the Governors became progressively less than cordial. The Governing body at that time included many powerful and strong-willed individuals; there were no representatives from the staff, meetings were held in London, and few Governors ever visited the College. I suspect this meant that the staff were given less freedom than is usual; at any rate, I know that Duncan, and some others of the early recruits to the staff, became dissatisfied. Whatever the reason, Duncan left Cranfield to go to a Chair in Glasgow, and a year later, in 1951, Relf returned to the N.P.L. as a part-time consultant. The Governors appointed as his successor Air Marshal Sir Victor Goddard, who had just retired from the R.A.F.
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Biographical Memoirs V. T h e c o n s u l t a n t Relf was in his 63rd year when he left Cranfield; for the next four years he held a part-time consultancy in the Aerodynamics Division (a new name) of the N.P.L., where his old friend Fage had succeeded him as Superin tendent. He was now free to read, to think, and above all to talk with the young men on the staff about their problems. His wide knowledge and rapidity of thought gave great purpose to these discussions, and such was his nature that a very real regard developed between him and many of the junior members of staff. Conversely, he himself was stimulated to address notes to the A.R.C. again.
Two early papers relate to the provision of high-speed tunnels: in one, he pointed out that by using as the working fluid a mixture of xenon and sulphur hexafluoride instead of air, it would be possible to achieve the same Mach and Reynolds numbers, at the same pressure, with only 7 per cent of the power required for air; the mixture would have the same specific heat ratio as air, viz. y = 1.4. Other notes show that he was reading voraciously the papers flowing from the U.S.A. research laboratories; he would analyse the data, noting unusual trends or interesting points for the benefit of those who could not devote time to the great volume of literature stemming from this source. Thus, another note gives a wealth of data on the maximum suction developed on aerofoils, and relates this to the theoretical ultimate maximum coefficient of 2/yM2.
We can refer to two other notes only. In one Relf took up the question of jet flaps; he posed a number of questions relevant to this novel device. Finally, if again a personal note may intrude, I had raised the question of redefinition of stability with the A.R.C., pointing out that systems, which at constant speeds are stable in the conventional sense, can become unstable when the speed is variable; Relf fastened on to this and made a number of interesting comments.
The N.P.L. did not occupy all his time. For example, for two years he spent the M onday of every week working with Barnes Wallis (now Sir Barnes Wallis, F.R.S.) at Vickers (Wallis christened him 'Tubby'); he also made regular visits to B.I.S.R.A. and elsewhere.
After he gave up his part-time job in M arch 1955, Relf continued to help various bodies as a consultant; thus, in 1957 we find him a member of three committees of the British Shipbuilding Research Association. But it was his long service to the A.R.G., which we have already noted, which mainly occupied him, and to which he gave so much, even in his later years.
Before we conclude this section we may note in passing that the Royal Aeronautical Society, in 1953, awarded Relf its highest honour, the Society's Gold Medal.
Ernest Frederick R e lf V I. T h e m u sic ia n R. W. Gandy, the present Secretary of the A.R.C. and a notable tenor, has written of Relf 'And now it is time to speak of music, to which he brought talents of the same order as his scientific ability, and unbounded enthusiasm. In it, he found scope for both his delight in technical problems and his puckish humour, but also for a deep vein of romantic feeling which otherwise might not have been suspected. He was a pianist and organist of no mean powers and was, perhaps, at his best as an accompanist. The present writer treasures the memory of countless happy hours exploring or performing with him the masterpieces of German Lieder and the many charming and sensitive settings of English and German poetry which Relf himself had composed over a long period, along with a considerable body of instrumental music. The N.P.L. Musical Society was founded early in the 1950s and one of its earliest concerts was devoted entirely to his compositions. I also remember vividly how, on an occasion when he took part in a Beethoven trio and the piano on which he was to play was tuned a semitone below normal pitch, he transposed without hesitation the whole piano part up a semitone so that his partners did not have to tune their instruments down. ' The picture given by Gandy could no doubt be supplemented in a hundred ways by the recollections of friends. We have already seen that Relf read music before he read print, that he was a church organist at sixteen, and that while at college he spent much time at the Royal College of Music. When he went to the N.P.L. he found in Teddington a fine church, St Alban's, with a very good organ;* and soon he was a close personal friend of the organist (first William Ratcliffe and later Alec Rowley-both wellknown musicians). The present biographer can also bear testimony to his ability. On one occasion, I left the N.P.L. with him to go to his home; he told me that on the way he would call at St Alban's to try over some music which was waiting for him there, and he invited me to turn over the pages. At one point, when he was halfway down a page, he said 'Turn over'. I replied 'Not yet, surely?'. 'Yes', said Relf, 'I want to see what comes next.' His sight-reading was leading his playing by a phase difference of some twenty bars. Again, at a musical evening in his home, I asked him to play Schubert's Impromptu in A F lat: a well-known piece, but I had not expected him to play it from memory, as he proceeded to do on his grand piano; he rippled through the movement in triplets which modulates from A flat major to A flat minor, with accidentals on every line, and so to A major and back, completing the piece flawlessly, so far as I could judge. And Mr Hindson recalls an occasion when Relf played for him the whole of Schumann's piano works-four volumes.
As to composition, Relf himself records that he became interested in this around 1930, and that since then he had written much chamber musicstring quartet, piano trio, piano quintet, piano sonata, three sonatas for violin and piano-as well as some 200 songs. 'This for the love of it, and the pleasure of a few friends. ' Gandy records the beginning of the N.P.L. Musical Society in the post war years; there was, however, an N.P.L. Orchestra in the 1930s, in which the present writer played a tentative second fiddle. Perhaps half the orchestra was drawn from the Aerodynamics Department; indeed, I think the first performance of Relf's piano quintet was by staff drawn entirely from the Department: E. F. Relf, piano; A. G. Gadd, 1st violin; A. R. Collar, 2nd violin; A. S. Batson, viola; and J. A. Beavan, 'cello. Unfortu nately, none of his music has ever been published, and I have not been able to trace more than a small fraction of it: moreover, my own memory for music is bad. But I remember one score-it may well have been the quintet-which opened with the following bright melody announced by the strings:
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There followed a couple of introductory bars by the bass strings, after which the piano took up and developed the theme.
Mr Gandy has given me Relf's own manuscript copy of a short setting of 'The Eagle'-some lines from Tennyson; it appears on pp. 612, 613. Though simple in its compositional technique, it is quite impressive in performance, and illustrates Relf's gifts as well as is possible in a brief compass. Mr Hindson was told by Relf that he composed 'The Eagle' during a service in St Paul's Cathedral. Although, as stated above, none of Relf's music has been published, some of it has been broadcast; the Aeolian String Q uartet recorded R elf's String Q uartet for an overseas programme of the while some of his songs were broadcast live.
Relf was a perfectionist in music, and sadly, Mrs Relf records that he gave up playing his beloved grand piano about a year before his death; his eyesight was insufficiently good.
V II. T h e m a n O ur record so far has been of Relf the scientist and musician. But there were many other facets to his character which deserve record. Personally, he was of medium height, plump and jolly; a ready smile or chuckle derived from a Puckish sense of humour: an impishness, which was part of his happy disposition. I have never seen him angry.
He was married at All Saints Church, Plymouth, on 31 July 1917, to Elfreda Grace Day, daughter of Frank and Emily Day. Her father was in the Royal Naval Ordnance Service, and served at Portsmouth, Plymouth and Crombie. Grace Relf survives her husband; they had no children.
For most of his adult life Relf was rarely to be seen without a pipe; and he favoured a brand of tobacco flake which produced a fairly acrid smoke. One of his staff once told him when Relf was puffing especially hard, 'You must be the man who put the g in DunhilP-a sally which produced a delighted chuckle from Relf. Another characteristic of his earlier years was his penchant for large cars, which-at a time when this country was con centrating on Austin Sevens and Ford Eights-meant American cars, such as Marmon, Reo and Hudson; he changed them fairly often. On one occasion he overtook me as I walked to the N.P.L., and offered me a lift in his large black Reo; he said gleefully 'I 've had this a year today; as I got it out of the garage I noticed the mileage, 14142. So I made up the couplet How many miles a year do you ? Ten thousand times the root of two.' He would take an interest in almost anything which would intrigue him intellectually. Flis real delight in solving a scientific problem was paralleled by a delight in crossword puzzles; he would solve the daily crossword before reading the news. Similarly, he found pleasure in mathematical puzzles, and (in his earlier years at least) in chess and kriegspiel.
Fage records that in the last years of his life he found pleasure in country walks, and in talking over old times. 'His unceasing activity of mind and absorbing interests gave him a contented and quiet life during his retire m ent.' He was right to be content: he had achieved much himself, but he had stimulated others to do much more. There must be many who owe more to Ernest Relf than they realize or he knew.
We must give his lifelong friend Fage the last word 'He was indeed a lovable m an'.
Ernest Frederick R e lf
